November Newsletter

Hello and welcome to BCaT Lab’s November Newsletter! We have a series of exciting events planned for October and we hope you will join us.

Announcements

BCaT Winter Showcase

Join us on Wednesday 29th November from 1-4pm for our showcase event! Presentations will be at the top of each hour, and you should expect good food, to hear about the work of our team and fellows, the launch of our podcast, and to learn more about our collaborative project on social media migration!

Learn More
New Course Alert!

Sign up to COMM449I on 'Studying Digital Humanities', led by postdoctoral fellow Rianna Walcott.

‘How we study something can be just as important as what we study. This course introduces a variety of methods and approaches to collecting and interpreting digital materials.’

Spring 2024, TuThu, 3.30-4.45pm

Upcoming Events

November Events

Join us in the lab this November during our regular hours of 10-3pm, Monday - Wednesday, and particularly on Wednesday lunchtimes from 12-1pm for our BCaT learns series on using Zotero for reference management!

Learn More
Reference Management with Zotero
Don’t miss this - we will be joined by guest speaker Temi Lasade-Anderson for an interactive workshop on **Wednesday 8th November** on using Zotero.

Learn More

BCaT Eats
The last two BCaT Eats events of the semester will be on **Wednesday 29th November**, during and immediately after the BCaT Winter Showcase, and on **Wednesday 13th December**.

Learn More

Spotlight on…
The Black Beyond Data reading group seeks to create an open resource for scholars to combat racial injustice through digital humanities.

Learn More
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